
 

 

     

Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of 

Shapes, Colours, Numbers 
by Dario Zeruto 

 
Below are the complete reviews, written by the Lovereading4kids 
members. 
 

 
Abbie  Collings, age 5 
 
This book is very different and I 
liked finding the different 
shapes and colours.  There 
were lots of different shape 
patterns to name.  
 
This book is about shapes, colours 
and patterns.  I liked it because it is 
very different to most books.  There 
are no words and you can open each 
side from the middle to make lots of 

different shapes and patterns.  I could make a pattern of yellow circles and 
purple diamonds.  I really liked finding the different shapes that could be made 
inside. 
 
This book was approached with enthusiasm from all the girls (aged 7, 5 and 3) 
simply because it is so different to most books.  There are no words expect the 
invitation to find as many shapes and colour as you can and the book itself is a 
flip book style with white backgrounds and solid shapes.  There was lots to talk 
about and it was really good for the 3 year old's mathematical language about 
shape and colour.  A very clever and simple idea.  The only drawback we found 
is that it comes inside a cover that is extremely difficult to get back on after 
reading.  The cover probably won't last long in our house but this would make 
an interesting gift. (Abbie's mum) 
  
 
Abidah Khatun and Amatullah Khatun, age 2 and 7  
 
An ingenious book for young learners! ‘Shapes, Colours, Numbers’ is such an 
ingenious and unique book. You can turn the left and right flaps in order to 
count up to 10 or mix and match.  
 
My two year old loved this book. She knows her colours already but 



 

 

this book introduced her to shapes and improved her counting skills. 
The format of the book and flaps kept her interested. A great book all 
round.   
 
 
Oliver, age 2  
 
Unusual and interesting educational book for little ones.   
 
This book is really quite lovely - It's the coffee table book of kids books. 
Rather than just the normal format this book opens from the centre and the 
pages are made from really thick quality card rather than paper.  
 
There are very few words in the book, it's primarily visual and is a lovely way 
for little ones to learn their shapes, colours and numbers. You can talk about 
what each of the shapes are, what colour they are and how many there are. You 
can move the pages in different combinations which allows for a different 
experience every time you look at the book.  
 
My 2 year old really enjoys this book and I think he'll learn lots from it. 
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